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Random Sports News
By Hudson Hubbard

In the NFL, the San Francisco 49ers and
defensive end, Nick Bosa, have agreed to a

5 year contract worth $170 million with
$122.5 million guaranteed. Chris Jones,

defensive tackle for the Kansas City Chiefs,
has ended his holdout by signing a one year
deal. The Seattle Seahawks have brought

back their leading tackler, Bobby Wagner, on
a one year contract. In week 1 of the NFL
season, Miami Dolphins wide receiver,

Tyreek Hill, explodes for 11 receptions with
215 yards and 2 touchdowns. New York Jets

quarterback, Aaron Rodgers, tore his
achilles and is out for the season.

With the playoff push in the MLB, the top 3
teams in the Wildcard in the American
league are the Tampa Bay Rays, Texas

Rangers, and the Seattle Mariners with the
Toronto Blue Jays a game behind the

Seattle Mariners. In the Wildcard for the
National League, the top 4 are Philadelphia
Phillies, Chicago Cubs, with the Arizona

Diamondbacks and the Cincinnati Reds tied
for third.The 8 WNBA playoff teams are the

Las Vegas Aces, New York Liberty,
Connecticut Suns, Dallas Wings, Atlanta
Dream, Minnesota Lynx, Washington

Mystics, and the Chicago Sky. The top 2
teams that are projected to win are the Las
Vegas Aces and the New York Liberty.

Deforestation
By Ayden Schiller

There are many different aspects
to deforestation. One negative result of
deforestation is global warming, even
though it only causes about 10% of it.

Completely destroying forests gets rid of
animals' homes, alters the landscape, and
releases more carbon dioxide into the air.
On the other hand, deforestation provides

more usable land, increases income,
earning opportunities, and creates jobs.
Deforestation allows us to access certain

products that we need and opens
possibilities for transportation. People have
different opinions about deforestation. I

personally would disagree with deforestation
because it means robbing animals of their
homes, along with global warming. Even

though deforestation provides new
opportunities, the risk is too high. There is
no need to be harming the Earth's plants

and animals.

NHL News(old scores)
By Easton Salvati

Free agents of hockey for the Kraken
Defenseman, Mitch Reinke, has landed in
Seattle, by way of a one-year, deal of
$775,000 with the Kraken.Veteran free

agent forward, Devin Shore, has landed with
the Kraken, by way of a one-year, $775,000

pact. Defenseman, Vince Dunn, will be
sticking around in Seattle, agreeing to terms
on a four-year, $29.4 million contract.Seattle
will remain in the Cale Fleury business, as
the two sides agreed to a two-year, $1.6
million contract.Restricted free agent

forward, Kole Lind, is back with the Kraken
by way of a one-year, $775,000

contract.Seattle makes a pair of veteran
signings: defenseman, Will Borgen (two

years, $5.4 million) and forward,
Pierre-Edouard Bellemare (one year,

$775,000).After being bought out by the Red
Wings, Kailer Yamamoto has inked a

one-year, $1.5 million
deal with the Kraken.

Another former
Penguin is headed to

Seattle, as the
Kraken have signed
defenseman, Brian
Dumoulin, to a

two-year, $6.3 million
deal.

NHL Schedule of September
Saturday, Sept. 23rd

Los Angeles at Arizona:Recap:2-3
Arizona at Saint Louis: Recap:4-3

Saint Louis at Arizona: Recap:
Columbia at Pittsburgh:Recap:0-3

Buffalo at Washington: Recap:4-3
Toronto at Ottawa: Recap:3-4

Minnesota at Colorado: Recap:
New York at Boston: Recap:0-3
Arizona at Dallas: Recap:0-7
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Pittsburgh at Columbus: Recap: 2-3 Los
Angeles at Anaheim: Recap: 3-2
Vegas at San Jose: Recap:4-3

Seattle at Calgary: Recap:3-2
Vegas at Colorado: Recap:2-3

Calgary at Seattle: Recap:5-3
Who is predicted to win Stanley Cup 2023.
The Vegas Golden Knights are currently
predicted to win the Stanley Cup. Who are
the top contenders for the Stanley Cup this
season? The Florida Panthers and Vegas

Golden Knights are two remaining
contenders to win the Stanley Cup.The
Florida Panthers +900 are in the Stanley
Cup Final after sweeping Carolina yet they
find themselves in a 3-1 hole and just one

loss away from their season ending.
Meanwhile, the Vegas Golden Knights

-1,500 are sitting pretty after their Game 4
victory in which they held onto a 3-0

lead.Nobody can argue that Florida was the
inferior team in the first four games, and in

all honesty, the Panthers were also
outclassed in Game 3 but Matthew Tkachuk
tied the game with 2:13 remaining in the
third period and Florida squeaked out

another OT win to get back into the series.
The Cats may have finally ran out of their

nine lives.

The City of Los Altos, California
By Korbin Young

I think Los Altos would be a good
neighborhood if you wanted to live closer to
the beach. Los Altos is a vibrant and thriving
city known for its excellent schools, strong
economy, and high quality of life. It is called
Los Altos because the land was the highest
in terms of tree removal. Also families will
enjoy walkable access to the great public
schools in Los Altos for their children.I
strongly recommend visiting Redwood
National and State park because of their

immense and unique beauty. You could also
visit the giant sequoia tree which is the

largest tree in the world in volume and has
an immense trunk with very slight taper. The
redwood is the world's tallest tree and has a
slender trunk. The redwood forest is free,
costing you no money when you visit. I

Would not want to touch the redwood trees
because it can hold disease and could

damage the trees. Don't be scared of trees
falling because they rarely ever fall.

You could also visit the Los Altos museum.
You could also go to the largest water park
called Wild Water. From its beginnings in
1908, Los Altos was recognized as one of
the premier apricot producing centers of the
world.Sadly, those famous orchards
gradually became tracts to house the huge
influx of people moving to this area after
World War II.The Los Altos Pet Parade has
been among the most beloved traditional
community events since its inception in
1948. In 1938, a group of Los Altans tried to
re-name San Antonio Road, “Los Altos
Avenue”, but enough citizens objected to
defeat the proposal, arguing on the historical
ground that Los Altos was built on land once
part of the Spanish land grant, “Rancho San
Antonio.” You could send

your kids to the summer cottages and
apricot orchards.

Los Altos became the eleventh city
in Santa Clara county on December 1, 1952.
Los Altos is also known for its scenic views

of the foothill, high quality of life and
excellent schools. The only thing to consider
is it's the fourth on the list of California’s

Wealthiest cities. It's so expensive because
of its high demand, Low inventory and

population
projections. Also housing expenses are
690% higher than the national average. The
chances of getting robbed is one to
eighty-five percent. The downtown of Los
Altos is a walkable environment. Los Altos
might be renamed in memory of Roy Lave.
People that live in Los Altos have a high
quality of life. If you were planning to move
to Los Altos I would advise you to live In Los
Altos Hills. It has a very low crime rate.

You can save the planet!!!
Myla Stone

Many animals are endangered,
some very few left, but that's because of
people. The resources that we use everyday
are plastic, whether it's straws,plastic
cups,toys,water bottles and more that are
just killing the planet. Every drink from a
plastic resource that you drop will end up in
a turtle's mouth or around the turtle's neck,
even if it's in an accident . I know it sounds
terrible but it's true, it's the human resources
that are doing this to our poor beautiful
habitat. When you litter, that's one step
away from an animal dying.

These are all the ways you can
help. Many people are doing charities right
now to raise money for new glass straws.
For example Team Seas has a program
where every penny you spend is going to
take one bag out of the ocean of trash. Also
like I said about the glass straws that you
can use are reusable and not plastic so it
technically wouldn’t go to the ocean.
Littering is a big problem. If you litter you
usually would get the fine of $50 in
Washington State per cubic or plastic you
drop. So please it would really help if you
could stop littering and dropping your plastic.
PICK UP AFTER YOURSELF!

Hurricane Idalia
By Aubery Lawley

Hurricane Idalia was a powerful
Category 4 hurricane. Idalia caused
significant damage across the Big Bend
region, south to Tampa Bay. It also
caused a tornado outbreak with 12
confirmed cyclones. Idalia was the most
powerful hurricane to hit Florida since
the 1896 Cedar Keys Hurricane.
Estimates have placed that the damage
destroyed $2.2-$5 billion. The hurricane
resulted in powerful and dangerous rip
currents. The rip currents were across
the Eastern United States on Labor Day
Weekend.
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When Idalia formed, the wind speeds
were 40 miles per hour. The wind speed
kept on increasing day by day. It started
in Cuba, as a Category 1 hurricane.
Later on in the day, it became a
Category 2 hurricane. As Idalia traveled,
it went through benefiting environments,
causing it to become a Category 4
hurricane in the morning, on August 30.
The wind speed became 130 miles per
hour at max.
There was a lot of flooding. People were
trying to save their houses and land as
much as possible. Due to the flooding,

there
was a lot

of
damage.
Some of

the
damage
could
have

been unfixable. There were places that
the people that had damages due to

Idalia could go and get help with money,
help with construction/rebuilding, etc.

Idalia had a large impact on the Big
Bend region of Florida. The hurricane
made a large impact on Florida and the

people living there.

Hello Carbonado!!!!!
By Eva Hibbs

Our school had previously set up a book
fair for all of the students this year.

Everyone who goes to Carbonado and a
few family members had a lot of fun
getting new books and a few trinkets.
The staff here at Carbonado try their
best to mix learning with the perfect

amount of fun. I think the bookfair was

just that. With books such as “Never
Never”, “FGTeeV”, “We are Family”, and
many others. I guarantee that each and
every child found the perfect book from

mysteries to videogames.

Read-Walk-A-Thon:

Our school’s annual Read-Walk-A-Thon
was a success. This year our goal was
set at $8,000 and the students here at
Carbonado raised exactly $7,918! Our
top three prize winners with the highest
amount raised were Henry Mayeux in
1st grade, Hudson Korsch in E-K, and
Riley Murphy in 3rd grade. These three
students weren’t the only ones to raise
money, in fact all of the students
chipped in and raised at least a little bit
to help support our school. Many of our
students and their families have
participated by filling out the donation
forms sent home with students. By
donating just a small amount of money
you and your child have helped our
school immensely. There were prizes
given out to the students and families
who participated. Before the prizes were
handed out there were activities such as
bouncy houses, obstacle courses, and
more participated in by our students.
Carbonado does the Read-Walk-A-Thon
to raise money for supplies like pencils,
erasers, and even computers. They also
use the money to reward students with
events, classroom supplies, fun little
incentives, and field trips to places like
Maris Farms and The Pierce College
Science Dome. Whether you are a
student, parent, or grandparent, thank
you so much for supporting our school
and our community.

Field Trips
By Aurora Argo

You have probably heard your child or

grandchild tell you stories about the

amazing field trips they went on.

Carbonado School takes students on

trips every year to make learning as fun

as possible! Several field trips have

taken place so far this year.

Thomasson Farms:
Early K - Kindergarten

The Early K and Kindergarten class

went on a field trip to Thomasson Farms

pumpkin patch in October. Each child

picked out a pumpkin of their choice.

That’s not all they did, however. The

kids also got to play in the corn pit, take

a tractor ride, and climb on hay bales.

The farm also offered a lesson on cows.

The students learned how to feed cows,

how much water to give them, and how

to care for calves. The Early

Kindergarten and Kindergarten classes

had a great time at Thomasson Farms.



Camp Seymour:
5th Grade

On September 19th, our fifth graders

went to Camp Seymour, an activity-filled

camp run by the YMCA. One activity the

kids enjoyed was archery. The range

was run by a well-trained group of

counselors. The camp also offered

canoeing.

The 5th graders learned valuable

teamwork skills while paddling around

the lake with their peers. It's not so easy

trying to maneuver around while three

people are paddling the same boat in

different directions! As fun as the lake

was, I think many students would say

that nothing beat their experience with

reptiles. Each student had the

opportunity to meet a bearded dragon, a

borough snake, and a tortoise. Our fifth

graders had a memorable time at Camp

Seymour!

Science Dome:
6th and 7th Grade

The Pierce College Science Dome is a

digital planetarium that allows visitors to

view the night sky anytime. Our 6th and

7th graders will visit the Science Dome

in late fall. It is both fun and educational

for all ages. The students will be

immersed in breathtaking images of the

universe. The Science Dome offers

opportunities for people to interact with

an alien environment, explore the

pyramids, and so much more! Our 6th

and 7th graders will have the time of

their lives at the Peirce College Science

Dome.

Is Eastern Washington Next to
Become a Different State?

By Craig Caddy

Eastern Washington and parts of
Idaho are trying to form the State
of Liberty. This was proposed
from the U.S. to be formed as a
state out of Eastern Washington.

It was proposed by Shea at
House Memorials in 2015 and
2017, submitted in a failed bill
proposal in 2019 by Matt Shea
and Bob McCaslin Jr. This

proposal still has the potential to
be brought back into the senate.
This will be brought in with a

different state such as
Washington D.C. or Puerto Rico.

There were also different
proposals for the name of the

state such as Columbia.
This was proposed from

the democratic form in two
different areas: one republic and
one democratic. This would allow
the two areas to allow different
rules and almost two different

ways of life. Due to the
separation of the two states the
economy of both might change
to focus on what the area's

economy is known for. The state
of Washington is more tourism
based and the Statue of Liberty
being agriculture and logging.
East of the Cascade Mountains
would be all the Statue of Liberty,
making some people move to the

other side of the cascades.

Space News
By Kaden Oles

New space-related discoveries have
been made over the past few months,
and they are quite interesting. The
months range from August to
September. On the third of August,
astronauts discovered a Jupiter-sized
planet orbiting a low mass star called
TOI-4860.

Another discovery relating to

space was found on the sixth of

September. Astronomers detected the

magnetic field of a galaxy so far away

that light has taken over more than 11

billion years to reach us. Another

fascinating fact is that Artemis 3 is

planned for 2025 and it will mark

humanity's return to the lunar surface

after 50 years.

Scientists at NASA have found

an Earth sized planet within the large

zone of its star. Nasa has more

information on the James Webb space

telescope into k2-18 has revealed the

presence of carbon-bearing molecules

including methane and carbon dioxide.

Continued on next page
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Carbonado Sports
Fall Season

By Lilly Banks

VOLLEYBALL

The first girls sport at carbonado
school is volleyball.

The varsity team had an
undefeated season and the JV
team won 4 games and only lost 1
game.

Team Roster
Zoe Huhtala
Kylee Thompsan
Ali Ann Vessey
Zada Fielding
Lela Parson
Delainey Crucsh
Aurora Argo
Evangeline Hibbs
Myla Stone
Jessica Tippet
Athena Napolitano
Aubrey Lawly
Reese Huizenga
Zoie Crones

TRACK

Track stared down at Glacier for
our middle school athletes. Their
first meet on Sept. 21st went well,
Glacier took first in the meet. Their
second meet was great, Glacier
took first place again. Glacier won
their third and fourth meets as
well.
At the JV League Meet our JV girl
runners won their meet and our
JV boy runners placed 3rd.
At the Varsity League Meet our
Varsity runners took 1st and our
Varsity boy runners took 3rd.

Team Roster
Lucy Sellers
Lilly Banks
Jack Thatcher
Wesley Banks
Hudson Hubbard
Chandler Huizenga
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